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6TH AND 7TH
FOR COSTA AND
ULISSI

Muñoz the climber joins UAE
Team Emirates, which also
confirms the valuable Troia

Aggressive Emilia Fahlin just
misses out on final Lotto
Belgium Tour podium

Rudy Von Berg is 10th overall
at the world championship
Ironman 70.3 in Port Elizabeth,
South Africa
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Grand Prix Montreal:
6th and 7th for Costa and Ulissi
Former world champion Rui Costa
and winner of the 2017 edition, Diego Ulissi placed sixth and seventh in
the Canadian WorldTour race.
The GP Montreal covered 12.2km
over 16 circuits for a total of 195.2km
and 4528 meters of climbing. On
the two climbs, in the second and
sixth kilometer, the organizer added
another kick of 800 meters with a
4% section at three kilometers to
race, but that didn’t stop a sprint
with the Australian Michael Matthews (Sunweb) winning ahead of
Sonny Colbrelli (Bahrain-Merida) and
Greg Van Avermaet (BMC Racing).

“Sunweb and BMC raced for the
sprint finish,” said Rui Costa, “and
it was practically impossible to do
something else with success. I had
good legs and tried to do something
in the sprint. I came out of the last
curve well and did well.”
“We didn’t get the selection we
wanted in the final,” said last year’s
winner Ulissi. “There were people
still left with energy and those with
more kick than us. We tried to make
things happen with Polanc in the final to mix it up, but Sunweb controlled it well.”

Muñoz the climber joins UAE
Team Emirates, which also
confirms the valuable Troia
There has been an acquisition and a
renewal at UAE Team Emirates; both
moves are intended to emphasise
talent and youth. The Emirati team
announces the hiring of Colombian
rider Cristian Camilo Muñoz Lancheros, a climber born in Ventaquemada
in 1996.
Muñoz stepped into the limelight by
giving consistent performances in
international competitions, winning
a stage in the Giro d’Italia Under 23
(8th stage, Levico Terme-Asiago) and
maintaining the lead positions in the
peloton along the climbs in the Tour
de l’Avenir, à race that was won by his
future team mate, Pogacar.
After signing a two year contract,

Muñoz expressed his satisfaction.
“I’m very happy for this chance to
take a next step that will be essential
for my career and I am even prouder
that I get to do this thanks to UAE
Team Emirates, one of the best teams
in the world.
I’ve been dreaming of becoming a pro
since I was a kid; now I have the chance to enjoy the results of all the work
I’ve done to make that dream come
true.
I’d like to thank everyone who has
helped me throughout these years
and I say thank you to UAE Team Emirates for the faith they’ve shown and
the opportunity they’ve given me.”

Aggressive Emilia Fahlin
just misses out on final
Lotto Belgium Tour podium

Wiggle High5 Pro Cycling’s Emilia Fahlin just missed
out on the final podium of the Lotto Belgium Tour, despite an aggressive display in the third stage in Geraardsbergen. The Swedish Champion finished third on
the day, behind Liane Lippert of Germany and French
Champion Aude Biannic (Movistar Team), but was
just unable to take enough time out of Lotte Kopecky
(Lotto-Soudal) in the general classification to push the
Belgian out of third place.

Rudy Von Berg is 10th overall
at the world championship Ironman 70.3
in Port Elizabeth, South Africa
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